Rulebook

America’s oldest seaside resort, Cape May, New Jersey, has
been a popular getaway for families from New York City,
Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. since the late 1700s.
But Cape May was never immune to hardship. Wracked
by devastating fires, extreme beach erosion, swarms of
mosquitoes, and intense competition from surrounding areas,
the town and its residents struggled their way through the
19th and 20th centuries.
During this turbulent time, players attempt to develop Cape
May into the “Queen of the Seaside Resorts.”

Objective
In Cape May, players traverse the city streets as entrepreneurs,
developing property while building wealth over four
seasons to earn prestige. The player with the most
prestige wins the game!
Build cottages, develop them into Victorian
homes, and upgrade them into historic
landmarks. Establish shops and grow them into
profitable businesses. Carefully move around
the city, and make strategic use of activity
cards. Complete bonus goals, then take some
time to relax and spot wildlife in the best
place for birdwatching in the Northeastern
United States.
Whoever best balances their income,
development, movement, and personal
goals will go down in history as the most
successful developer of Cape May!
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28 Movement Cards
(7 per player)
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40 Shop Tokens
(10 per player)

40 Cottage Tokens
(10 per player)

32 Business
Miniatures
(8 per player)
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32 Upgrade Cards

23 Bonus Cards
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12 Solo Cards

Game Setup
1. Set the game board
in the middle of the
table. Make sure to use
the correct side for the
number of players.

/

8. Set all other player components near
their player board.

1-2 players

9. Give each player $20 worth of
money tokens and place the
remaining tokens in a supply near
the game board.

/
3-4 players

2. Place the lighthouse
miniature on the topmost spring icon of the
round wheel on the
game board.

10. Shuffle the deck of activity cards
and place the deck face down near
the game board leaving space for an
activity card discard pile. Deal two
cards face down to each player.

3. Shuffle the deck of event cards. Place
the deck face down on the event deck
space on the game board.

11. Shuffle the deck of bonus cards and
deal four cards to each player. Each
player secretly selects two bonus
cards to keep. Return the remaining
bonus cards to the game box. Keep
bonus cards hidden until the end of
the game.

4. Give each player the following
components in a single player color:
1 Player Board
2 Player
Markers
1 Prestige Token
1 Income Token
7 Movement
Cards

10 Cottage
Tokens
10 Shop Tokens
8 Victorian
Miniatures
8 Business
Miniatures

12. Separate the upgrade cards by zone
and shuffle each deck. Place the decks
face down near the game board,
revealing the top card of each and
placing it face up next to its deck.
13. Fill the bird bag with the bird tokens
and place it near the game board.

5. Each player forms a hand of their
seven movement cards.

14. Create a supply of landmark bases
and fire tokens near the game board.

6. Each player places their income
token on the 0 space of the
income track.

15. Give the first player token to the
player who most recently visited
a beach.

7. Each player places one of their player
markers on the starting space on the
game board indicated by a compass
and places the other on the 0 space of
the action track on their player board.
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The Four Zones of Cape May
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How to Play
Some events require players to pay
a penalty. If a player does not have
enough money to pay the penalty, the
player must pay as much as they can.
For each $1 they are unable to pay, they
must randomly discard a movement
card. After discarding movement cards,
if the player hasn’t paid the penalty
completely, ignore the remaining
penalty.

A game of Cape May is played over
four seasons, each of which is made up
of three rounds, for a total of twelve.
During each round, the following steps
are performed in order:

Round Steps
I. Reveal Event Card
II. Take Actions
III. Advance Lighthouse

Example: An event card penalizes Anne
$6. Since she only has $4, she returns
all $4 to the supply. Anne satisfies the
remaining $2 penalty by discarding two
random movement cards.

: Receive Income

If an event card requires a player to
discard more movement cards than they
have in hand, they discard as many as
possible.

I. Reveal Event Card
The first player reveals the top card from
the event deck, reads it aloud and places
it in the event discard.

II. Take Actions

NOTE: This step is skipped during the first
round of the game.

Starting with the first player and moving
clockwise around the table, each player
takes three actions on their turn. A
player may perform an action multiple
times. Move the player marker one space
on their action track each time an action
is taken to remind the player how many
actions have been taken.

There are two types of event cards:
Immediate and Active.
Immediate Events
The effects of these events are
carried out once when the card
is revealed.
Active Event
These events are in effect until
the start of the next round.

Actions

NOTE: If an event card indicates that part
of the city is affected by
fire, use the fire tokens
to designate that area
on the game board.
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Play Movement Card
Build
Upgrade
Draw Activity Cards
Play Activity Card
Retrieve Movement Cards
Collect Money

MOVEMENT
ACTION: PLAY
CARD

Special Spaces

Take this action to move a player's
marker on the game board. Play a
movement card to move the marker
the indicated number of spaces. Some
movement cards require the player to
pay money to the supply as shown on the
bottom of the card to
play it.

Some spaces have effects
indicated by special icons. After
playing a movement card and
moving their player marker the
indicated number of spaces,
if the final space has a special
icon, the player may take the
corresponding free action.

• A player must move the full amount
shown on the card.

Bird Space
Randomly draw
a number of bird
tokens from the
bird bag matching the number of
bird icons pictured on the space.
Examine the drawn tokens and
place them face down near the
player's board.

• A player marker cannot move
through a space more than once
and cannot return to the space they
started on.
• Spaces with arrows must be observed
during movement.
A player on a one-way
arrow road space (before
and during movement)
must make their next
move in the direction of
the arrow.

There is no limit to the number
of bird tokens a player may have,
though bird tokens are limited by
the number in the bag.
Lighthouse Space
Pay $5 to build a cottage or
a shop on any empty lot on
the game board, instead of
its normal cost.

• A player marker on a space
without an arrow may move in
any direction.
• Spaces may be shared by any number
of players.

Pier Space
Draw three activity
cards. Keep two and
discard one.

• After completing the movement
action, discard the card to the player’s
discard pile.
Example: Dave plays a card that lets
him move seven spaces. He advances his
player marker one space on his player
board, pays $2 to the supply, and moves
his player marker on the game board
seven spaces. Dave now has two remaining
actions this round.
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Final Scoring

• victorians & landmarks
• majority buildings per zone
ACTION: BUILD
• upgrade cards
• bird sets
• bonus cards
Take this action to build cottages
and
•
per
shops, paying the cost shown on the remaining
player board. Pay the build cost to either:

$2
$3
$4
$5

shop
shop
shop
shop

$2
$3
$4
$5

• Add a cottage token to a square lot
adjacent to the player’s marker, or
• Add a shop token to a hexagonal lot
adjacent to the player’s marker.
Increase the player’s income based on
the building type and zone of the new
building. The cost to build a cottage or
shop and the income increase awarded
are both listed on the player board based
on which zone the building is built.
NOTE: Adjacent lots are indicated by a
white dot along the edge of the lot.
Example: Ben begins his turn adjacent
to an empty commercial lot (hexagon) in
the sand zone. He decides to build a shop.
Checking his player board, he sees that
the cost to build a shop in the sand zone is
$5, which he pays to the supply. He then
places one of his shop tokens on the lot,
and increases his income by $6.

Notes on Adjacency
Adjacent Lots
Several bonus cards reference having
buildings adjacent to one another.
Lots and/or buildings are adjacent to
one another when they are next to
each other and not separated by a road
space.

Adjacent
Spaces that are adjacent to lots are
indicated by white dots on the lot
border pointing toward the adjacent
space.
Diagonally Adjacent
For a space to be diagonally adjacent
to a lot, it must directly border a space
that is adjacent to that lot.
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ACTION: UPGRADE

Take this action to upgrade buildings on
the game board. Pay the upgrade cost
to either:
• Replace one of the player’s cottage
tokens on an adjacent lot with a
Victorian mini in the player’s
color, or
• Add a landmark base underneath one
of the player’s Victorian minis on an
adjacent lot, or
• Replace one of the player’s shop
tokens on an adjacent lot with a
business mini in the player’s color,
cottage
Actions and then take an upgrade card (see
“Upgrade
• play movement
card. Cards” for more details).
cottage
• buildIncrease
adjacent cottage
or
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Final Scoring
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• victorians & landmarks
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NOTE:per
Upgrading
a Victorian to a
• majority buildings
zone
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landmark always costs $10 no matter
• bird sets the zone and does not increase the shop
• bonus cards
shop
•
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$1
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$4
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victorian

$2
$3
$4
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$2
$3
$4
$5

business

Example: Al is adjacent to a Victorian
he built on a previous turn. He spends
an action to upgrade the Victorian to a
landmark. After paying $10 to the supply,
he places a landmark base underneath his
Victorian to show that it is now
a landmark.
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ACTION: DRAW ACTIVITY
CARDS

ACTION: RETRIEVE
MOVEMENT CARDS

Take this action to draw two cards from
the activity deck. Keep one and discard
the other face up to the activity discard
pile. If the activity deck is ever depleted,
shuffle its discard pile and place it face
down to make a new activity deck. There
is no limit to the number of activity cards
a player can have.

Pick up all discarded movement cards
from the player’s discard pile and return
them to the player’s hand. These cards
are immediately available for play.
Example: On Amy's first action, she
plays her Move 5 card, moving her
player marker five spaces on the game
board and then places the card face
up in her personal discard pile. For her
second action, she retrieves all of her
movement cards (even though she has a
few remaining in her hand). For her third
action, she plays her Move 5 card again.

ACTION: PLAY ACTIVITY CARD
Play an activity card face up next to the
activity deck to take an action listed
on the card. The player must pay the
cost to complete a build or upgrade
$1
Actions
• play activity
movement card.
action, though many
cards
offer
• build adjacent cottage or shop.
$2
• upgrade adjacent
cottage ,
a discount to the action
indicated.
If
victorian , or shop .
$3
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separate
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play
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• collect
.
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$2
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III. Advance Lighthouse

Receive Income

If twelve rounds have been completed,
proceed to “Game End”. Otherwise,
remove any fire tokens from the game
board, advance the lighthouse mini one
space clockwise on the round wheel, and
give the first player token to the next
clockwise player.

At the end of spring (round 3),
summer (round 6), and fall (round 9),
each player draws two cards from the
activity deck and gains money equal to
the position of their income token on the
income track. Ignore this step at the end
of all other rounds.
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Activity Cards
Activity cards may be played as an action during the Take Actions step and offer the
players advantages during gameplay.

Activity Card Actions

/
/

Build
Pay to place a cottage
token or shop token on
the game board.
Upgrade
Pay to upgrade a cottage
token, shop token, or
Victorian mini to another
building type.
Build and/or Upgrade
Pay to build or upgrade
a building.
Move
Move a player's marker on
the game board.

Activity cards that let a player move
a certain number of spaces are still
subject to the normal movement
rules, including one-way roads.
Other cards that move the player
to a specific space (e.g. “Move to
the nearest bird space”) ignore
these rules.

Activity Card
Icons/Keywords
Some activity cards include keywords
or icons.
The player may take the
indicated action twice,
performing each action on
the same or different
lots/buildings.

any

The player may take the
indicated action on any
eligible lot/building,
including those that are not
adjacent to the
player's marker.
Apply the discount shown
to the build or upgrade
action on the card. The
player can combine this
discount with other
discounts, such as those
from upgrade cards or
active events. Discounts can
never reduce the cost of an
action below $0.

Upgrade Cards
Example: Chris spends an action to
upgrade his shop in the sand zone to a
business, paying $5 to the supply and
increasing his income marker by $2. Chris
is not interested in the face-up sand zone
card, so he draws two cards from the sand
zone upgrade deck. He keeps one, and
returns the other to the bottom of the sand
zone upgrade deck.

Whenever a player takes an action to
upgrade a shop token to a business
mini, the player also gains an upgrade
card that matches the zone in which the
upgrade took place. They may either take
the face-up upgrade card or draw two
upgrade cards from the deck, keeping
one and placing the other face down at
the bottom of the deck. If a player takes a
face-up card, replace it with the top card
of the matching deck.

Upgrade Card Types

!

1x
1x

Immediate
Upon gaining an Immediate
upgrade card, complete the action
listed and remove the card from
the game.
One-Time Use
After gaining a One-Time Use
upgrade card, add it to the player’s
area. It may be played on the
player's current Take Actions step
or any subsequent ones as a free
action. When played, complete
the action listed and remove the
card from the game.

Ongoing
After gaining an Ongoing upgrade
card, add it to the player’s area.
The ability on the card is always
active during the player’s Take
Actions step as a free action.
End of Game
After gaining an End of Game
upgrade card, add it face down
to the player’s area. At the end of
the game, the player will score
prestige based on the card's
ability.

Once Per Round
After gaining a Once Per Round
upgrade card, add it to the player’s
area. The player may use the
ability on the card once during
their Take Actions step and once
on each future Take Actions step.
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Game End
The game ends when the twelfth round is complete. All players reveal their bonus
cards and any bird tokens they have collected. They then take their player marker
from their player board and place it on the 0 space of the income track to count
their prestige.

Final Scoring
Award prestige to each player for each of
the following six categories:
1. Victorians: Score prestige for each
Victorian owned based on which zone
it is built. A Victorian that has been
upgraded to a landmark does not
score as a Victorian.

3. Majorities: Score prestige for the
most and second most buildings
per zone.
Most

Second
Most

each
each
each
If two or more players tie for most,
the tied players split the sum of the
most and second most awards equally,
rounded down. In this case, no prestige
is awarded for second most.

each
2. Landmarks: Score prestige for each
landmark owned based on which
zone it is built.

If there is no tie for most, yet two or
more players tie for second most, the
tied players split the second most award
equally, rounded down.

each
each

NOTE: In a 2-player game, award prestige
using the chart below. Do not award
prestige for having the second most in
each zone.

each
each
Example: Nick ends the game with 2
Victorians in the dirt zone and 3 Victorians
in the gravel zone, scoring a total of 9
prestige. Nick also has 3 landmarks in the
sand zone and gains an additional
33 points.
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4. Upgrade Cards: Score prestige for
each End of Game upgrade card.
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6. Bonus Cards: Score prestige based
on the goals of each player’s bonus
cards. If they have met the criteria,
award the indicated prestige.

1.

• All bonus cards feature an additional
prestige award if a player has met the
criteria. In order to qualify for the
bonus prestige, the player must also
have completed the primary bonus.

!
21/32
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5. Bird Collections: Score prestige
for each player’s collections of bird
tokens. A collection is any number
of non-matching bird tokens up to
seven. Players may have multiple
collections and may organize them
however they wish to maximize
the prestige awarded, though each
token may only be assigned to one
collection.
1

2

3

4

5

6

• Players do not lose prestige for failing
to complete a goal on a bonus card.
• If a goal requires the player to have
the most of something, and players
are tied, score half the indicated
bonus.
• Players do not score prestige from
another player’s bonus card.

7

7. Money: Score 1 prestige for
every $10 remaining in hand.
NOTE: If a player reaches 50 prestige,
place the player’s prestige token next to the
income track with the 50 side face up and
continue tracking their prestige from the 0
space. If a player reaches 100 prestige, flip
their prestige token over to the 100 side.

Special Bird Token Types
Passenger Pigeon

May be used in any
collection as a “wild”
bird token.
Hot Air Balloon

2 prestige. This token
cannot be included in a
collection.
Hindenburg

3 prestige. This token
cannot be included in a
collection.

The player with the most prestige is
the winner! In the case of a tie, the tied
player who collected the most bird
tokens wins. If there is still a tie, the tied
player with the highest income wins.
Otherwise, the players share the victory.

NOTE: The Hindenburg took multiple
trips from Frankfurt, Germany to
nearby Lakehurst, New Jersey, where it
crashed on May 6, 1937.
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Solo Play

by Scott Bogen

In solo play, you will be competing to
develop Cape May against an automated
opponent named Ava that will do her
best to thwart your plans. Earn more
prestige than Ava to win the game!

2. Gather the pieces that match the
color of Ava’s solo board: player
markers, cottage tokens, shop tokens,
business minis, Victorian minis, and
the prestige token.
NOTE: Ava does not use the income token,
movement cards, or money tokens, nor is
the first player token used in solo play.

Solo Play – Setup
Follow the setup steps for a 2-player
game, with the following changes:
1. Before choosing a player color,
select which difficulty level you
wish to play — Tourist (Easy), Citizen
(Normal), Pioneer (Hard), or Founder
(Challenging). Find the matching solo
board on the back side of the player
boards and place it near your area.

3. Place one of Ava’s player markers on
the spring season start space on the
upgrade track and the other on the
start space of the bird track of the
solo board.
4. Return activity card 22 to the game
box before creating the activity deck.
5. Shuffle the deck of solo cards and
place them face down near the
solo board.

1

Citizen
season start

+

shop to
business

3

Sequence of play

start
season
start

3
grass
cottage to
victorian

i.(skipreveal
event card
round 1)

sand
cottage to
victorian

Reveal and resolve an event card. If an event
requires counting another player’s buildings,
count Ava’s. Ava does not receive rewards
or penalties.

ii.Drawtake
actions
a solo card. If Ava’s player marker is on

victorian to
landmark

+

a season start space with a
icon, draw
an additional solo card. Resolve them in the
order drawn.
Take three actions.

iii.
advance lighthouse
If round 12, proceed to “Solo Final Scoring.”
cottage to
victorian
gravel

shop to
business

+

season start

1

Solo a.i.
normal difficulty

victorian to
landmark
dirt

If round 3, 6, or 9, move Ava’s player marker to
the start space for the next season.

cottage to
victorian

Advance the lighthouse.

: receive income

(after rounds 3, 6, and 9 only)
Draw two activity cards. Collect money based
on the location of your income token.

season
start

stop

5
2

Upgrade

4

any victorian to landmark.

Move

15

to a space adjacent to
the nearest player.
22/40

Solo Play – How to Play
Follow these steps during solo play:

I. Reveal Event Card (skip round 1):
Draw and resolve an event card. If an
event requires counting another player’s
buildings, count Ava’s buildings. Ava
does not receive rewards or penalties as
the result of event cards.

III. Advance Lighthouse:
After the end of the twelfth round,
proceed to "Solo Final Scoring." If it is the
end of round 3, 6, or 9, move Ava's player
marker to the start space of the next
season on the upgrade track.
Advance the lighthouse one space
clockwise on the round wheel.

Receive Income:

II. Take Actions:
Complete Ava’s actions by drawing
and resolving solo cards from the
solo deck:
• Draw one solo card from the solo
deck. If Ava's player marker is on a
season start space on the solo board
and there is a +
icon shown, draw
an additional solo card.
• Fully resolve and discard each card in
the order they were drawn.
Example: Isaac is in round 7 (fall) and is
playing on Pioneer (Hard) difficulty. Ava's
marker is on the season start space. He
draws two solo cards since the fall season
start space shows a
icon. Isaac then
resolves and discards the two solo cards in
the order they were drawn.

+

See “Solo Card Actions” for more detail
on how to resolve solo cards.
• Once Ava’s actions are complete, take
three actions, as described in the
multiplayer game.

As in the multiplayer game, if
it is the end of round 3, 6, or 9 draw two
activity cards and gain money based on
the position of your income token. Ava
does not collect or track income.

Solo Card Actions
To resolve a solo card, follow these steps:

Build
On the solo card, find the
season symbol(s) that match
the current season. Ava takes a
build action on each indicated
lot for the current season, placing either
a cottage or shop token
as appropriate.
If there is already a building on an
indicated lot, build on a lot with the
season symbol for the next season
instead. This continues until you are able
to build, or have exhausted all possible
lots (in which case, nothing is built).
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The sequence of season icons loops,
meaning that if the location indicated
by the winter icon is already built, you
would look to the spring location next.
Example: It is spring, and the first card
drawn shows a spring symbol along
Washington near the top of the game
board, but there is already a building at
that location. Going in season order, Isaac
sees that the indicated summer lot in the
sand zone is empty, so he places a shop tile
in the empty lot in Ava’s color, completing
the build portion of the solo card.

3/12

Increase Bird Track
If the solo card shows a bird
icon, advance Ava's marker one
space on the bird track for each
bird icon.

Advance Upgrade Track
For each advance icon on a solo
card, move
Ava’s marker to
Pioneer
the next space on the upgrade
season start
season start
track, completing
the upgrade,
+
+
grass
if possible. If the
marker is on a season start
shop
to
cottage
cottage to
space, move thebusiness
marker
to
theto
victorian
victorian
connected upgrade track space.
If it is already on an upgrade
space, move it cottage
to theto adjoining
shop to
victorian to
business
landmark
upgrade space.victorian
The marker
dirt
+
will often move gravel
back andseason
forth
start
between twoSolo
upgrade
spaces
a.i.
difficulty
within a singlehard
season.

san

victori
landm

cottag
victor

seas
star

When Ava’s marker advances on the
upgrade track, check for eligible
upgrades in the zone matching the zone
depicted on the space.
Example: It is summer and the solo card
shows an advance upgrade track symbol.
Ava's player marker is on the Summer
start space, so Isaac advances it to the
first upgrade space in summer. Isaac then
determines that there is an eligible shop in
the grass zone to upgrade to a business.

If a card depicts multiple lots to build for
a single season, as long as you can build
at least once, you do not need to check
any additional season symbols.

Citizen

+

start
season
start

season start

Some solo cards instruct the
player to build an additional
time, depending on the
current season. To do this,
follow the build rules on the current
card a second time.

+

grass

shop to
business

cottage to
victorian

cottage to
victorian

victorian to
landmark

shop to
business

victorian to
landmark
dirt

cottage to
victorian

sand
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cottage to
victorian
gravel

+

season start

Solo a.i.
normal difficulty

season
start

Sequence of play

start

start building in the
If there isseason
no eligible
or
grass indicated zone, work your way up
sand
down the game board to the next zone
based on the direction of the
arrow inside the box. Upgrade
the first eligible building to
ttage tothe type indicated.
cottage toIf you victorian to
ctorianreach thevictorian
landmark
top or bottom of
the board, continue looking for the first
eligible property by looping around the
board until you’ve either completed the
upgrade or checked every zone.

i. reveal event card

To upgrade, use the corresponding game
pieces matching Ava’s color.
(skip round 1)

+

Reveal and resolve an event card

When upgrading one ofrequires
Ava’s shops
toanother player
counting
count upgrade
Ava’s. Ava does not receive
a business, take the face-up
or penalties.
card matching the zone and place it on
the right side of the solo board. Draw
a solo card. If Ava’s player m
and place a replacementDraw
card
from the
a season start space with a +
upgrade deck and placeanit additional
face up next
to Resolve t
solo card.
order drawn.
the deck.

ii. take actions

son startchoice in that zone.

iii. advance lighthou

If a solo card shows a
If round 12, proceed to “Solo Fina
shuffle icon,
discard
it 9,after
If round
3, 6, or
move Ava’s pla
the
start
space
for
resolving the card. Thenthe next seaso
shuffle theAdvance
discarded
solo
the lighthouse.
cards with the solo deck and place it face
down to create a new solo
deck before
(after rounds 3, 6, and 9 only)
resolving any additionalDraw
solotwo
cards.
activity cards. Collect m

that there
eligible to
hop to It is possible
victorian
to is no cottage
usiness building to
landmark
victorian
upgrade. If multiple
buildings in a zone are both eligible to
dirt
upgrade, upgrade the building of your

+

Take three actions.

Shuffle

: receive income

season
start

on the location of your income to

stop

Solo Final Scoring
Move Ava’s player marker from the
upgrade track to the 0 space of the
income track along with your own player
marker. Perform final scoring for Ava
as in the multiplayer game with the
following changes:

If you have more prestige than Ava, you
are the winner! Otherwise, Ava wins
and you have lost. In the case of a tie,
Ava wins.

• Instead of scoring prestige based on
bird collections, Ava earns prestige
based on the position of her marker
on the bird track.
• When scoring upgrade cards, award
Ava 3 prestige for each card collected.

Sequence of play

• Ava
does
i.(skipreveal
event
cardnot earn prestige for bonus
round 1)
cards or money.

Reveal and resolve an event card. If an event
requires counting another player’s buildings,
count Ava’s. Ava does not receive rewards
or penalties.

ii.Drawtake
actions
a solo card. If Ava’s player marker is on
+

a season start space with a
icon, draw
an additional solo card. Resolve them in the
order drawn.
Take three actions.

iii.
advance lighthouse
If round 12, proceed to “Solo Final Scoring.”

If round 3, 6, or 9, move Ava’s player marker to
the start space for the next season.
Advance the lighthouse.

: receive income

(after rounds 3, 6, and 9 only)
Draw two activity cards. Collect money based
on the location of your income token.

stop
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Game Board Reference

Start Space

Churches and Adjacent Spaces

One-way Arrow

Draw 3 Activity
cards; keep 2,
discard 1.

Draw a bird token
from the bird bag.
Bird Space

Pier Space

Pay $5 to build a
shop or cottage on
any empty lot.
Lighthouse Space

Residential Buildings

Cottage

Victorian

Landmark

Commercial Buildings

Shop

Business
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